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1  PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The problem of road tunnel safety raised dramatically in 1999 after the Mont-Blanc 

tragedy. The whole society and specifically road operators started an intense activity of  

analysis and granted huge investments in order to elaborate strategies and introduce new 

equipments aimed to avoid similar disasters. Tunnel is a particular environment and each 

abnormal event creates a potentially dangerous situation. From an analysis of  Frejus 

Tunnel data, in the year 2000 happened 482 incidents of which 281 were due to 

mechanic failures, 82 were caused by fuel tanks empty, 23  involved  property damage 

only accidents, 1 was  a collision involving  1 injured person, 34 were  fire incidents  and 

47 were  incidents which had other or unknown causes. The introduction of measures 

capable to prevent failures inside the tunnel has consequently the possibility to 

significantly improve this situation. 

From another perspective electronics, information and communication technology are 

more and more pervasive also in the automotive environment. A  new generation of 

telematic systems  based on open platform, able to host third party software and to 

download new applications along all the life cycle of the vehicle, are going to be launched 

in the next two years. Vehicle Telematics, originally conceived for infotainment 

application, may consequently enable new functions for mobility and safety. 

On the basis of these considerations Safe Tunnel project was conceived to contribute to 

the reduction of  the overall number of accidents and incidents inside road tunnels 

through the introduction of a set of preventive safety measures made possible by the 

integration of on board vehicle devices and ITS infrastructures using the public wireless 

network as a communication  link. 

Four applications have been developed: 

 Prognostic (improvement of current vehicle diagnosis introducing the capability to 

forecast faults). 

 Access and vehicle control (communication of vehicle diagnostic data in case of 

anomalies to a control center through a GSM/GPRS link . The control center may 

inhibit the access to the risky vehicle or in any case suggest the best action to the 

driver). 

 Telecontrol of vehicle speed and distance (communication of recommended 

speed and safety from the control center to the vehicle through a GSM/GPRS link 

and on-board actuation of the received commands. As alternative to cover the 
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unequipped vehicles the feasibility of the Moving spot light system has been 

performed).  

 Distribution of emergency messages to the driver (use of the communication link 

and an HMI to distribute emergency messages  to the driver in order to obtain a 

safer operation and more easily control the traffic flow in case of  emergency). 

A team composed by experts  of  9 partners (vehicles manufacturers, road operators, 

telecom operators, research institutes and universities) have cooperated to set-up 

specifications, a demonstration  system (a control center and two equipped trucks) and to 

validate the system functionality and usability. The technical feasibility of the system has 

been proven. 

Furthermore the social impact and cost-benefit analysis has been carried out 

demonstrating the possible sustainability of the system especially if a political action 

toward regulation will be done. 

2 PROJECT SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH  

As summarized in the project overview Safe Tunnel has developed and validated 

preventive safety measures based on the cooperation among intelligent vehicles and  

intelligent infrastructures. To implement the four applications (prognosis, access and 

vehicle control, telecontrol and distribution of emergency messages) the project has 

operated at different levels: vehicle, infrastructure, communication network. A short 

summary of the system features are reported  in the following picture.   
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Picture 2-1 Summary of system feature 

Vehicle level. 

The project has been focused on HGV . This choice was due to the importance and high 

level of risk associated to these vehicles in the road tunnels history. Nevertheless the 

solutions analysed and developed are suitable also for cars providing a further potential 

benefit for the tunnel safety.  

Main features of the on-board system are: 

 Link to standard Diagnostic system for checking the proper functionality of main 

mechanical (engine, brakes, power train, transmission, tires…) and electronic devices 

(Advance Cruise Control, ABD ESP, communication system…) . Specific analysis 

and developments have been carried out to forecast vehicle failures in advance for 

critical systems: 

o Tyres  

o Brakes 

o Engine and turbo cooling system 

o Fuel autonomy  

 Implementation/adaptation of a system to automatically control the vehicle speed and 

distance form vehicle ahead. The system is able to actuate the reference values 

received from the communication unit managing the brake and power train systems 

(engine, gearbox). The system uses a radar sensor to measure the distance from 

vehicle ahead. 

 Interaction  with the driver is obtained through a touch-screen LCD – TFT  colour 

display. 

 A communication unit integrating a GSM/GPRS modem and a Bluetooth module 

controls the communication and implements the protocol for connection and data 

exchange with the  control center.   

Infrastructure level 

A  control center integrates all the information and the diagnostic data transmitted by the 

vehicles and the alarms provided by the other existing (not funded by the project) ITS 

systems. The Safe Tunnel control desk is connected to the control network of the road 

operator. A communication unit provides the link with the vehicles.  The operator interacts 

through a GUI (Graphic User Interface) that presents  the data of all vehicles registered, 

the alarm description, the  location on the road map of vehicles with anomalies, the 

delivery of specific messages to vehicles with anomalies and emergency messages to all  

registered vehicles. 

Communication Level 
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The communications between vehicles and infrastructures is based on a GSM/GPRS 

network. GSM/GPRS was selected due to the maturity and diffusion of this network and 

the technical suitability for the application. In near future the greatest part  of new vehicles 

will have on-board devices including this technology. Currently there are some concerns 

to the coverage of tunnels with such technology. French authorities decided that people 

cannot use cellular phones in tunnels in order to avoid driver distraction. This situation 

should be considered as a temporary one due to: 

 Other countries (including Italy)  have a different position  considering positive the 

advantage/disadvantage balance from the safety point of view  

 The introduction of telematic system or at least hands-free phone on cars and trucks 

reduces dramatically the risk of distraction.  

 New Applications like Safe Tunnel may further improve the advantage/disadvantage 

balance from the safety point of view . 

The architecture of the systems has the GPRS modem  as a specific module. In this way 

an easy migration towards 3G technologies (e.g. UMTS)  could be easily realized. 

In parallel to long range wireless technologies also a Bluetooth link has been evaluated 

as short distance link for registration and signalling of tunnel entrance.  

2.1 Summary of the main achievements 

During the project the following activities were carried out obtaining the corresponding 

deliverables  :  

 User need, current tunnel management organization were analyzed and the 

functional concept of the system (D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D2.4) defined . Results were 

obtained through literature analysis, interviews, simulation of driving into a tunnel and 

elaboration of the basic ideas of the system; 

 System architecture definition (D3.1): the basic architecture considering the relevant 

information to be exchanged and the function to be implemented was derived from 

user needs, functional concepts and technical analysis of existing systems; 

 System specification (on board system(D3.02), communication (D3.03), control 

center (D3.04), HMI guidelines (D3.05)). An activity of functional specification has 

been performed as a basis for technical implementation . The resulting specification 

aimed to cover a complete systems with a wider scope than the demonstration set-

up; 

 Feasibility study of the “Moving spot light system” (D3.06). A specific analysis has 

been performed and technological solution have been analyzed in order to realize a 

system based on a moving spot light placed on the tunnel sides which may guide the 

vehicles at correct speed and distance form the vehicle ahead. Using led display 
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panels and laser sensors connected by a network of controller the system resulted 

feasible,. Specific strategies for light signals have been proposed; 

 Implementation of demonstrators (D4.01 and D4.02) :  two trucks and a control center 

were implemented. The vehicles used are a Renault MAGNUM and  IVECO 

EUROSTAR . Both demonstrators were already been developed for automatic drive 

(longitudinal and lateral control) in the CHAUFFEUR II project allowing to reuse  the  

basic functionality of longitudinal control in Safe Tunnel. The control centre of Safe 

Tunnel has been installed in the control room of the Salbertrand  A32 motorway 

(Turin – Frejus) barrier where the motorway from Avigliana to Salbertrand is 

monitored; 

 Technical evaluation: in order to take into account a complete systems with a high 

number of vehicles a simulation study has been performed (D6.03A), The functional 

validation has been performed in progressive steps: single system (laboratory and 

private tracls) , truck integration with communication system (laboratory, private 

tracks and test site)  , control center integration with communication system 

(laboratory and test site), total system integration (test site), total system exercise 

(test site) . In synthesis   the cumulative results assessed the technical feasibility of 

the system although a significant engineering activity is clearly required to achieve a 

real product ; 

 Final user test: a specific scenario has been designed and 18 drivers tested the 

demonstrators on the test site, Through collection of objective data and 

questionnaires the assessment of the system has been made. In parallel 

complementary test have been performed in a simulated environment in order to 

make parallel evaluations, Results collected from the final user test have been 

elaborated to obtain the assessment of the system form the user point view, in terms 

of social impact (D6.04) The final users assessed positively the system despite some 

concern about  privacy. This is a specific point underlining the importance of the  

political contribution and public promotion in order to achieve a real exploitation of the 

system; 

 A cost–benefit analysis (D6.05) in order to evaluate the economical sustainability of 

the system. A positive balance is obtainable considering that Safe Tunnel may 

contribute to avoid disaster (very low risk but very high cost) and assuming a 

marginal cost for the on-board devices that cannot be justified only for Safe Tunnel  

applications Both assumptions are on line with the initial ideas of the system and 

correspond to a realistic scenario; 

 Promotion of the system has been carried out in several way, realizing an initial 

multimedia presentation , a web site , a final film presenting all the aspect of the 

project, two specific workshops and participating to a high number of international 

conferences and events. The system has also been included in a press conference 

and  a promotional campaign on technical magazine devoted to road transportation, 

The complete list of papers and conference presentations is  reported in annex 1;  
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2.2 Description of work organization 

The Safe Tunnel project has been developed in a timeframe of forty months. following a 

structured research process according to the task organisation illustrated in the PERT 

diagram (Picture 2-2).  The project started with the user analysis and passed through the 

different steps of specification, design and implementation as a continuous up to the 

validation/evaluation phase. In order to improve project efficiency there was some overlap 

among different phases and specific functionality were implemented and tested as soon 

as specifications and prototypes were ready, using an incremental process  that allowed 

to recover misalignment among partners and gradually create the total system. Many 

feedbacks from testing phases were also taken into account at specification  and 

implementation level. 

User need analysis and system concept definition

Project 
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Picture 2-2 PERT diagram of the project 

In order to promote during all the project development of the system a parallel activity of 

dissemination and exploitation analysis (through the use of applicable technologies) has 

been carried out. 
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2.3 Consortium composition and roles 

The consortium was originally composed of 10 partners coming from 5 different countries: 

2 vehicle manufactures (Centro Ricerche FIAT, Renault Trucks), 2 road tunnel operators 

SITAF and SFTRF),  1 Telecom operator (Telecom Italia Lab), 1 technical university 

(BGU University – Israel), 2 Companies involved in road equipment design (MAIRE 

Engineering and TLC Tecnosistemi), 2 research institute (TUEV and ENEA). TLC 

withdrew the project at the end of 2003. 

The following list reports the partners’ role in the project: 

CENTRO RICERCHE FIAT (CRF) 

 Project management: coordination and administration, technical management 

and quality control; 

 involvement in the user needs analysis from a vehicle’s point of view;  

 support to SITAF and SFTRF for the enforcement and control strategies in theme 

of safety rules; 

 contribution to the System requirements and System specification defining: 

system architecture, on board and communication system, HMI and 

dissemination of information; 

 system development on its IVECO EUROSTAR prototype; 

 field experimentation campaign for functional tests and validation trials; 

 technical, socio-economic and cost benefit analysis; project assessment; 

 studies and proposals for automotive standards; 

 dissemination (i.e. development of a website, production of a videotape) of 

project knowledge and exploitation planning; 

 

RENAULT TRUCKS 

 user needs analysis from a vehicle’s point of view; 

 support to SITAF and SFTRF for the enforcement and control strategies in theme 

of safety rules; 
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 contribution to the System requirements and System specification defining: 

system architecture, on board and communication system; 

 system development on its RENAULT MAGNUM prototype; 

 field experimentation campaign for functional tests and validation trials; 

 collaboration for the technical analysis; dissemination and exploitation activity; 

TILAB 

 contribution to the System requirements and System specification defining: 

system architecture, on board and communication system, Control Centre; 

 system development for the communication segment, with support to SITAF for 

the Tunnel Control Centre and to CRF/Renault for the on-board modules; 

 field experimentation campaign for functional tests and validation trials; 

 technical analysis; 

 studies and proposals for communication standards; 

 collaboration for the dissemination and exploitation activity. 

SITAF AND SFTRF 

 involvement in the user needs analysis from an infrastructure point of view; 

 study of the enforcement and control strategies; 

 contribution to the System requirements and System specification defining: 

Control Centre, HMI and dissemination of information; 

 system development for the communication segment and the Tunnel Control 

Centre; 

 field experimentation campaign for functional tests and validation trials, providing 

logistic support along the test track; 

 technical and impact analysis, user acceptance; 

 collaboration for the dissemination and exploitation activity. 

TUV 

 user needs analysis from both an  infrastructure and vehicle point of view; 
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 involvement in the system requirements and system specification defining (HMI 

and dissemination of information); 

 elaboration of draft and final evaluation plan; 

 data collection during field experimentation campaign; 

 impact analysis and user acceptance evaluation; 

 collaboration for the dissemination activity. 

BGU 

 user needs analysis from both an infrastructure and vehicle point of view;  

 modeling of the Frejus tunnel on a driving simulator and testing of different 

method to keep the correct distance from vehicle ahead; 

 involvement in the system requirements and system specification defining (HMI 

and dissemination of information); 

 impact analysis and user acceptance evaluation; 

 collaboration for the dissemination activity. 

ENEA 

 contribution for the user needs analysis from an infrastructure point of view; 

 involvement in the system requirements and system specification defining 

(system architecture, on-board system, communication system, Control Centre); 

 technical analysis; 

 studies and proposals for standardization activity; 

 support for the dissemination campaign.  

 MAIRE ENGINEERING (originally FIAT ENGINEERING) 

 contribution for the user needs analysis from an infrastructure point of view; 

 involvement in the system requirements and system specification performing the 

feasibility analysis collaboration for the dissemination activity. 

TLC TECNOSISTEMI 

 contribution to user need analysis and specifications definition. 
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3 PROJECT RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

3.1 Achievements 

The summary of projects achievements is reported in the previous chapter. The following 

sections describe the tasks and related results.  

3.1.1 User needs analysis and system requirements (WP2) 

User need analysis took into account all the involved stakeholder of the systems (car and 

truck drivers, road tunnel operators, fleet managers and tunnel experts). It was conducted 

in two separate tasks. Another task was dedicated to the tunnel regulation and 

enforcement. A final task defined the functional concept and the constraints of the 

system.   

3.1.1.1 User need analysis (road tunnel operators) 

Task 2.1 was devoted to the identification of the “user needs” of the road operators and 

the infrastructure managers. 

The resulting document (D2.01) has the objective to be a reference for  safety in tunnel, 

mainly concerning preventive measures related to the vehicle traffic .The main results 

are:  

 A description of the road European network and the main road tunnels by the 

analysis of the data made available by the UN/ECE and similar national and 

international organisms. 

 Accident analysis based on existing computerized data and data collected 

specifically for this study from tunnel and road operators. 

 Accident prevention measures, a critical analysis of the requirements defined by 

international and national organism (PIARC, UN/ECE – WG5, OECD, National 

Transport Minister). 

 Determination of accident risks. 

 Interview campaign done trough the distribution of questionnaire to a qualified 

panel of tunnel operators (Italian. French and Swiss) and experts in tunnel safety 

related to different areas of expertise (tunnel design, installation design, 

installation provider, system integrator, university) 

 User Forum 
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3.1.1.2 User need analysis (Vehicle) 

A second parallel analysis considering the end users (Vehicle drivers and fleet managers)  

was carried out (in task 2.2 – Deliverable D2.2) using the following instruments: 

1)  Analysis of accidents and incidents happened in the Frejus Tunnel in the period  

2000-2001. Main causes for incidents/accidents were identified and recommendations to 

avoid them or to reduce their severity were elaborated. Since many incidents/accidents 

are caused by small vehicle distances, a simulator study including three different 

guidance methods was carried out. The simulation study was aimed to  evaluate three 

methods for keeping a safe headway between adjacent vehicles while driving in a 

simulated tunnel (Picture 3-1)  The required distance was 150 m. the one currently 

recommended in Frejus Tunnel. The evaluated methods were:  

 Repeated lines, all through the tunnel  

 Headway learning by feedback 

 Moving Spotlight 

Moving Spotlight was found to be the optimal method . 

 Subjects kept the closest headway  to 150m, not too far and not too close.  

 Headway keeping was the most stable: lowest standard deviation across all 

subjects.  

 Subsidiary task performance was the best after the control group. The control 

group didn’t use any guidance method, therefore had less workload than all the 

other groups. 

 

 

Picture 3-1 Driving simulator 

2) A survey including drivers and fleet managers, who represent the end-users. More 

than 200 subjects were interviewed in order to assess safety measurements in road 

tunnels . Four questionnaires were used. The questionnaires focussed on the following 

topics: 
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 Perceived subjective safety: the user’s perception and assessment of established 

safety measurements in road tunnels: 

  Perception of safety as a crucial issue was assessed.   

 Acceptance, Use and Perceived Safety Enhancement: the user’s assessment 

and expectation of new safety measurements, proposed in the Safe Tunnel 

Project. 

 Willingness to pay: the monetary value given by the user to safety in general. 

Four established measurements with high relevance to safety were identified, whose 

improvement could contribute to increase the perceived safety: 

 Design of tunnel walls 

 Ventilation 

 Separation between the lanes 

 Emergency areas 

In general a positive attitude towards all new measurements made possible by new 

technologies was assessed. 

Car drivers preferred an automatic video system for traffic conditions as prospective 

measurement 

 

Picture 3-2 Safety measures assessment 

Truck drivers did not prefer a single measurement, but assessed almost everything 

varying from quite to rather positive. 

Any measurement which consists of a regulation of access caused concern. It is 

important to notice that this concern was highly mitigated in the assessment of the 

demonstrators in the  final part of the project. 

The willingness to pay for more safety was low, also considering the already current high 

level of tunnel tolls.  

3.1.1.3 Enforcement and Control strategies 
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The activity (referred to task 2.3)  was finalized in a document (D2.03) reporting main 

tasks of tunnel operators in the management of the infrastructure and in the control of the 

traffic.  

An analysis of procedures, legislation and technologies for the enforcement of road code 

violations was carried out and the organization of a modern tunnel operator company with 

the description of functions and department needed to fulfil the tunnel control tasks is 

presented. 

Also an analysis of possible managing procedure and advantages/disadvantages 

introduced by Safe Tunnel applications are reported.  

3.1.1.4 System requirements and functional concept description 

Using the results of the analysis performed in the user need analysis the system 

requirements were defined in task 2.4. Four  main applications were identified and 

described: 

 Vehicle Prognostic 

 Access and Vehicle control 

 Telecontrol of the speed and the distance through a vehicle based system 

(vehicle telecontrol) and an infrastructured system (moving spot light system) 

 Dissemination of Emergency Information to on-board devices 

A specific activity was dedicated to the definition of the communication needs and 

scenarios. The results are contained in D2.04 

3.1.2  System specifications (WP3) 

Following user needs analysis and availability of system requirement the general 

architecture and the system specifications for the different part of the systems were 

defined. Detailed specifications were defined in specific deliverables regarding : 

 the on-board system 

 the communication network 

 the control center 

 the Moving Spot light system 

Furthermore a specific task was devoted to Human machine interface (HMI) of the on-

board system.  

All the process of specification considered the complete system and also next coming 

technologies in order to provide an enlarged view of the future system not limited by 

demonstrators constraints and currently available equipments. 

3.1.2.1 System architecture (WT3.1) 
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Starting from functions defined in the system requirement the general architecture was 

defined through a mapping of functional blocks on the different part of the systems and  

the identification of the parameters exchanged through these blocks. Context  diagrams 

were used to represent the different functions and tables summarized the characteristics 

of the parameters. Results are reported in deliverable D3.01  

Equipped vehicles have on-board capabilities for communication with a control centre. All 

equipped vehicles registers themselves when entering a registration area and deregisters 

when exiting this area. The vehicles notify the entrance and exiting into the tunnels. The 

control centre knows the type and the number of vehicle in the interested areas (see 

picture 3-3). Detailed positioning are provided by the vehicle to the control centre in case 

of anomalies.   

 

Picture 3-3 General Communication Architecture 
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3.1.2.2 On board System specification 

On-board system specification was the object of task 3.2 and are reported in D3.02. 

The on-board system must perform the four Safe Tunnel  functionalities, diagnosis and 

prognostic, access control, telecontrol and distribution of emergency messages. For all 

these functions the vehicle use a telematic unit (protocol specified in D3.03)  and data 

from existing or new added sensors and a specific HMI ( specified in  D03.05). 

 

Picture 3-4 On – board Electronic system concept 

The Conceptual architecture of the onboard system is reported in Picture 3-4 

Computing, HMI and communication unit functionality will be mapped on a telematic 

systems that includes a GPS location module. An important point in future 

implementation is the next coming availability of open telematic units that will have such 

characteristics and the possibility to install new applications during all the life of the 

vehicle.    

3.1.2.2.1 Diagnosis and Prognosis  

Diagnosis requires the knowledge of the components status and their operating range. 

Based on this knowledge, it is possible to highlight anomalies of one or more components 

and, according to the level of criticality, collect the anomaly and send a warning message 

to the driver. Some of these functionalities are derived by the standard diagnostic 

operation performed by most of current electronic control unit. 

In Safe Tunnel all critical condition detected are conveyed to a communication unit and 

transmitted to a control center according to a proper protocol. 

Furthermore Safe Tunnel introduces the concept of preventive diagnosis (forecasting of a 

possible fault) that will produce algorithm  to be hosted  in different ECUs. 
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Prognostic can be applied to all the vehicle systems. Inside Safe Tunnel  was defined a 

general  representation of anomalies considering Diagnosis (actually detected faults) and 

prognosis (forecasted faults) . Faults have been classified in three categories : 

 VEHICLE CONTROL: Detection or forecast of a failure related to a component or 

system causing a degraded vehicle functionality without serious incidence on the 

possibility for the vehicle to have a stop.  An unsafe condition may arise 

(example: technical problem to steering or reduced braking power) but the 

vehicle should be able to exit the tunnel or reach a refuge. 

 STOP VEHICLE: Detection or forecast of a failure related to a component or system 

that involve a critical degraded operation. The vehicle may stop and inside the 

tunnel may not be able to exit or to reach a refuge (example: problem to engine 

control system, reduced fuel autonomy)  

 FIRE: Detection or forecast of an anomaly that may generate a fire of a vehicle 

component (example: break overheating). 

While Diagnosis is a boolean value (fault present or not), for prognosis 3 level of 

probability are assumed (low, medium and high ) 

 

 DIAGNOSIS PROGNOSIS 

VEHICLE CONTROL   

STOP VEHICLE   

FIRE   

Table 3-1 Fault classification 

This level is established from information provided by vehicle diagnosis and the 

information related to vehicle environment (for example road profile). The merging of 

vehicle diagnosis information (status and history), environment information (current and 

forecasted) correlated with the statistical characterisation of the system makes it possible 

to predict future anomalies.  

According to the user needs analysis the most critical systems were: 

- tyres , brakes, fuel autonomy and engine  

An analysis on these systems have been done in the development phase of the project, 

Tyres and Brakes were studied by Renault and Engine by  CRF.  
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Brakes  

For brakes an important point is the estimation and forecast of disc temperatures. Today, 

there is no solution with direct integrated sensors on the brake disc then this approach is 

interesting because no additional sensors is needed. This capability will improve the 

diagnosis of brake performances in the event of overheating and it is of high interest for 

the vehicle safety. Parallel study were carried out  to show the impact of hot disc brake on 

its closely environment in particularly, the tyres and the risk of degradation or burst.  

The study is based on an indirect approach from the equations of mechanics.  The 

dissipation is characterized taking into account the three modes of heat: convection, 

conduction and radiation. The input data of this approach is the vehicle speed, the weigh, 

the road slope, brake action information, the mass of the disc, the friction coefficient and 

drag coefficient. 

Tyres  

For tyres an integrated Vehicle Tyre Pressure Monitoring System able to detect under 

and over pressure has been analyzed and a Michelin algorithm for leakage detection in 

order to predict dangerous pressure condition used. 

Engine 

For engine activity was focused to consider the engine and  Turbo temperature analysing 

coolant and gas temperature in order to check the efficiency of the cooling system.   

The algorithm is based on statistical algorithms aimed to define the critical thresholds of 

temperature also introducing additional sensors together with the standard one.  

The algorithm implies the following steps: 

 Identification of the conceptual model 

 Acquisition of necessary data in normal working condition and test of some 

malfunctioning modes 

 Identification of the statistical indicators through preliminary analysis and statistical 

model estimation 

 Identification of the working domain and alarm condition. 

Model identification is performed using different statistical approach in order to correlate 

measurable data to the physical phenomena. The model and critical threshold are 

evaluated with a gradual improvement derived from a high number of data acquired.  

Fuel Autonomy  
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The need of a reliable Fuel autonomy was underlined by the still significant number of 

vehicles stopping for lack of fuel inside a tunnel.  The crucial question to answer is the 

following : is the vehicle able to cross a specific area with its actual fuel amount? 

Together with exact estimation of available fuel (though level sensors and consumption 

calculation) additional parameters are used  to provide an answer: the distance from the 

specific area to cross, information about the vehicle fuel consumption. Through GPS 

exact location is available and distance may be obtained through maps. Compared with 

cars vehicle, the data range of the truck fuel consumption is more complex and many 

parameters have influence on this value. These parameters are weight of the convoy, 

friction coefficient (road/tyre), drag coefficient (for instance: trailer height, wind 

deflector...), road slope, road traffic, speed limits, numbers of stop and go (for instance 

toll payment).  

Other systems 

It should be noticed that another important cause of fire are short circuits due to harness 

or electrical parts problems. For this kind of anomalies today no technologies for fault 

prediction are available. Nevertheless this risk should highly decrease in modern vehicles 

that are designed with new concepts of electrical power distribution properly partitioned 

and electronically managed. The traditional fuse interconnection box has been 

transformed in an intelligent unit  assuring a high level of protection. All output of ECUs 

are protected against short circuit and harness technology has achieved a high degree of 

quality and reliability.  

Furthermore in Safe Tunnel provision has been specified for taking into account correct 

maintenance data (Vehicle not respecting the prescribed controls could be risky) and a 

link on a CAN bus to diagnostic/prognostic data provided by the trailer.  

3.1.2.2.2 The tele-control system  

For the telecontrol system was defined an  additional working mode to  the current ISO 

standard for ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control) systems in order to take into account the 

specific requirements of tunnels regulations.  

ACC is a system, based on a radar sensor, intended to provide longitudinal control of 

equipped vehicles while travelling on highways under free-flowing traffic conditions. Its 

goal is a partial automation of the longitudinal vehicle control and the reduction of the 

workload of the driver with the aim to support and relieve the driver in a convenient 

manner. 

The normal operating modes of ACC are defined in the standard ISO/FDIS 15622,: 
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 Reaching and maintaining the vehicle speed selected by the driver, when the radar 

sensor does not detect any relevant vehicle on its trajectory (CRUISE mode, or 

Speed Control mode according to the ISO naming).  

 Adapting speed and maintaining a target distance from preceding vehicle, when the 

radar sensor recognizes an obstacle on its trajectory (TRACK mode, or Time Gap 

mode according to the ISO naming). 

In Safe Tunnel two main modifications are introduced . 

 the target is to reach and keep the vehicle speed (VL) and maintaining the fixed 

distance (dL) established by the tunnel regulation  when the system recognizes the 

imminent entrance  in a tunnel. 

 VL and DL  are provided by a control center through the telematic link. These data are 

provided in the registration phase.    

The longitudinal control scheme is shown in the following schema (Picture 3-5): 
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Picture 3-5 Longitudinal control diagram 

When truck runs with its ACC system in Safe Tunnel mode, it  follows the vehicle ahead 

at the desired relative distance and maintains the leading speed (if lower than the set-up 

value).  

When the positioning system recognizes the imminent entry in a tunnel, the longitudinal 

control switches from standard “Track mode” parameters to “Safe Tunnel” parameters, 
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established by the tunnel regulation. Usually the target is higher than the current one, 

consequently the truck has to reduce its speed and will restart the tracking when the 

required distance is reached. 

 

Picture 3-6 Safe Tunnel ACC mode 
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3.1.2.3 Communication System  

The specification  of the communication system was the object of task 3.3.The basic 

requirement of Safe Tunnel is the possibility to exchange relevant data among vehicles 

and the control centre. Originally the project thought to UMTS but, due to the delay in the 

diffusion of this technology focus was shifted to GPRS and the obtained results both with 

theoretical analysis and experimentation confirmed the feasibility of this solution. As 

already mentioned the IP was chosen in order to have a standard network protocol. 

The interworking between Safe Tunnel subsystem and the Public land mobile networks 

(PLMN) requires first the set-up and later the optimization of the telecommunication 

system’s architecture and of the Safe Tunnel’s framework. 

Analysis started considering  the innovative approaches proposed by the infrastructure : 

  adoption of a public network (and in particular a combined circuit/packet network) for 

emergency purposes; 

  provision of two different approaches, one vehicle-initiated and one TCC-initiated, to 

manage the vehicles passing through a monitored area; 

 · integration of innovative solutions in terms of intelligent vehicles, equipped 

with advanced on board system, with packet based public networks.  

Analysis results are presented in D3.03 where the general requirements of the TLC 

system are presented, with a complete description of the two different approaches 

developed in the Safe Tunnel framework.  

3.1.2.4 The Control Center Specifications 

A basic element of Safe Tunnel is a control centre able to bi-directionally communicate 

with the vehicles. In this sense Safe Tunnel system could be considered as a two-fold 

additional element to existing infrastructure:  

 A sensor providing the number of vehicles present in the registration area and inside 

each tunnel and able to signal critical situations (vehicle stopped, diagnostic or prognostic 

active)  with the related position  of the vehicle. 

 An actuator able to signal the driver specific operation (stop immediately the vehicle, 

go to next fuel station, stop at the barrier ,…) to be done through the communication link 

directly on board of vehicles with problems or to inform all registered vehicles in case of 

emergency detected.  
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On the basis of these considerations it seems clear that at Tunnel Control Centre Safe 

Tunnel needs to be integrated in an existing control centre in order to co-operate with 

already installed infrastructure equipments.  

The Safe Tunnel Control center  specifications were analysed in task 3.4 and results are 

reported in D3.04. This report explains who are the users of Safe Tunnel control centre 

and which are the tasks of the tunnel regulator. It follows a description of the test site for 

Safe Tunnel demo, a motorway stretch of 46 km, (round trip Susa – Salbertrand - Susa) 

where many tunnels are present (more details on the test site will be given in a later 

section). 

The document also contains the description of parameters of the infrastructures 

monitored by the Safe Tunnel Control , the system data dictionary with parameters 

specification and the structure of the requested databases. Diagrams, tables and flow 

charts complete this description. Parameters definition is done using the data dictionary 

of the standard DATEX protocol, while the message format is described both in a 

qualitative way and using the TMC protocol.  

The control centre is structured in three main parts: 

1. Infrastructure on-line diagnostic desk: the Safe Tunnel control centre is connected by 

a fiber optic backbone to the main installations needed to manage the motorway and its 

tunnels, the diagnosis information is provided in real time to the Safe Tunnel control 

centre. On the control center backbone network a  wireless communication gateway was 

introduced in order to share Safe tunnel information to all other control application. 

Picture 3-7 represents the basic structure of the control center. 

2. Safe Tunnel application management desk: this is the application allowing the tunnel 

operator to cooperate with the equipped vehicles. 

3. Graphical User interface 
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Picture 3-7 The control centre architecture 

From the procedure viewpoint it should be noticed that the human  factor is still 

determinant. Tunnel regulators have guidelines to be followed in case of emergency but 

the variety of situations considered does not allow a precise detailed sequence for each 

situation. Considering this scenario the system has been designed with a dictionary of 

predefined messages that could be sent by the tunnel regulator to vehicles but the choice 

is left to the regulator itself; furthermore through the GPRS link the regulator may contact 

any drivers by a direct phone call. 

A knowledge-based decision support system to help tunnel managers and operators to 

improve both their daily activities and the management of emergency situations like the 

one developed in the SIRTAKI project could both benefit and provide benefit to Safe 

Tunnel . The integration may be operated by the communication of Safe tunnel to 

SIRTAKI system of the detected anomalies and receiving the suggested actions from 

SIRTAKI elaboration. 

3.1.2.5 The HMI  Specifications 

Task 3.5 of the Safe Tunnel project was devoted to the Human Machine Interface (HMI) 

sub-system of the Safe Tunnel on board system. In particular, it aimed at designing the 

dissemination of information to the driver, using an interface device. The development of 

the HMI focuses on an application for professional truck drivers. 

D3.05 describes the design and development of the HMI, and includes an ergonomic 

expert opinion as to how the actual in-vehicle systems should be designed. 

The various information items that are to be exchanged between the Control Center and 

the On-Board System, were defined in the Communication System Specification. These 
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items were analyzed with respect to their suitability to be included in the HMI module of 

the Safe Tunnel configuration . 

Next the design criteria for the development of the HMI was defined, with emphasis on 

the ergonomics design considerations. Thus, the design referred to the location, type 

and size of the display unit, and then to more detailed HMI design features, such as the 

use of colors, font size, resolution, illumination, etc. Consequently, two on-board system 

solutions for the vehicle demonstrator were described, one developed by RVI and one 

by CRF,. Both solutions are described, analyzed and evaluated in the document, and 

recommendations on how to incorporate the recommended HMI specifications into each 

of the two solutions are offered. 

The CRF HMI, which is based on a 6.4” screen represents the optimal solution that can 

be offered from an ergonomic viewpoint. With this application, each of the four functional 

groups of information is displayed in a dedicated area of the screen. While this required 

a larger screen, it provides the driver with the optimal text size and maximum situational 

awareness. 

Renault originally  designed an HMI based on a palm-type display unit, with 3.92” 

screen. This was  not as good as the CRF HMI design, because of the display selected. 

The reasons are: smaller font size, more difficult use of controls while driving, and 

poorer situational awareness. Considering the lower score of the PDA based solution in 

the implementation Renault decided to use a larger display. However the availability and 

popularity of PDA devices and the possibility of reuse for other applications suggested 

this analysis and could offer an alternative solution. 

The HMI has been designed  in accordance with the following guidelines:  

 Minimalism – the display shall include only the information necessary for 

the task, in order to avoid, as much as possible, information overload. 

 Simplicity – the information shall be displayed in basic, simple and 

understandable fashion. The display shall allow an intuitive use of the system 

without the need for a comprehensive learning. 

 Consistency – the information components shall be displayed in 

accordance with existing standards for in-vehicle displays.  

 Legibility & Visibility – all the display aspects shall be optimized: 

illumination, contrast, font size, graphic symbols, text content. 
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Picture 3-8 HMI  

The dynamic visual display will include alphanumeric and graphic components. Every 

piece of information can be displayed by text or graphics / symbols. If a message can be 

delivered by a graphic display, in an unequivocal manner, this option shall be preferred, 

due to mental load considerations. Therefore, pieces of information with high priority / 

criticality shall be displayed graphically. Where the priority is lower, or there is no 

unequivocal symbol available, the information shall be displayed textually. The display 

area may be divided in the four areas including a map when the vehicle is inside the 

tunnel (Picture 3-8) . Such a partitioning is not possible to be  realized using the reduced 

PDA displays obliging to maintain separate screens. 

3.1.2.6 The moving spot light system. 

Considering that radars and standard ACC are still a new technology and in any case 

could not be retrofitted on existing vehicles a system able to provide a substitution of 

telecontrol based only on infrastructure equipment has been analysed. A complete 

feasibility study has been carried out in the framework of task 3.6 and results reported in 

D3.06. The system is based on a set of suitable lights, installed every few meters, 

following a straight line in the wall of the tunnel. A network of local devices produce a 

luminous wave which runs at a speed controlled by the tunnel control centre. Each 

vehicle entering the tunnel must be associated to a wave of different colours, appearing 

on the sides of the gallery. 

The tunnel is divided into sections, each of which is equipped by 7 luminous panels, 

separated by 20 m along the tunnel axis. The length of each section is thus equal to 

140m. 

The luminous wave guides the vehicle driver, informing him, by means of coded colours, 

on the speed which he should adopt and on the correctness of the security distance from 

the preceding vehicle. 

The colour and other characteristics of the wave change from green (for a vehicle 

proceeding according to the speed and inter-distance limits), to yellow (for a vehicle 

whose speed and inter-distance do not correspond to the local tunnel rules or to the 
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traffic code), to red (when it is required that the driver stops his vehicle as soon as 

possible). 

Each vehicle in the tunnel is monitored at the beginning of each section and for all the 

length of the tunnel to be properly guided by the luminous wave dedicated to this vehicle, 

and this wave precedes the given vehicle and accompanies it all along the tunnel or 

controlled path. 

 Data for panels’ microprocessors: 

• Address of panel 

• Wave time, function of vehicle speed; wave time is the 
delay time between the switching on of lights on 
consecutive panels  

• Color to use and mode of lighting on (fixed or 
flashing) 

Data from PC to panels’ 
microprocessors: 

• Address of panel 

• Wave-time 

• Color to use and mode of lighting on 
(fixed or flashing) 

Data from 1st PC to the following 
PC: 

• Warning of incoming vehicle and  
estimated time of passage 

• Possible alarms 

Data from sensor to PC: 

• Speed of vehicle 

• Length of vehicle 

• Date, hour, minutes, 
seconds 

LS 

Data exchanged between consecutive PCs 
opposite to a given traffic direction: 

• Alarm for no transit (accident?) 

• Alarm for too low speed 

• Alarm for too many vehicles proceeding at too 
low speed in the section (queue) 

 

 

Picture 3-9 Network diagram and data flow 
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Picture 3-10 Shorter distance 
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Picture 3-10 show a situation when vehlcle two has a shorter distance: Although the 

flashing is possible a fixed solution seems more suitable with standard driver experience. 

As conclusion to the feasibility study it should be underlined that a solution has been 

designed, technology is available. In order to proceed on this system a practical 

realisation should be performed to achieve the necessary degree of confidence. 

3.1.3 Demonstrator development(WP 4) 

A crucial phase of the project was the demonstrator development. Two trucks, previously 

used in the Chauffeur II project were modified and the needed additional electronics and 

software were added , TILAB  developed an on board communication unit that was used 

on both truck with the same communication protocol through an RS232 link. TILAB also 

developed a message gateway to be integrated in the control centre. Furthermore a 

demonstrator Bluetooth station  to be integrated on the control centre network was also 

implemented. Finally Tunnel operators worked to the realisation of the centre integrating 

the interface with the existing infrastructure of the A32 motorway and implanting the 

application level of the protocol and the GUI interface. 

In the following the most significant aspects of the demonstrators elements are  

presented. Trucks and onboard communication were developed in task 4.1 , the control 

centre and the message gateway in task 4.2. 

3.1.3.1 CRF-IVECO demonstrator  

An IVECO EUROSTAR truck formerly used in the CHAUFFEUR II (Picture 3-11) was 

offered as external support by IVECO. The Vehicle was already equipped with a standard 

ACC and a lateral control system which allowed a totally autonomous drive without driver 

intervention . The presence of a sophisticated lateral control system at prototype level 

was not considered reliable enough for circulation in public road and especially in road 

tunnels.  For this reason this system was disabled.  
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Picture 3-11 IVECO demonstrator 

 

Picture 3-12 IVECO demonstrator electronic architecture 

The main integrations were made to implement the Safe Tunnel functionality . The 

schematic diagram is reported in Picture 3-12. The electronic modules here reported are 

currently mounted on most of new trucks, including automatic gearbox and controlled 

shock absorbers.  

 

Picture 3-13 Radar sensor 

The radar is positioned in front of the vehicle (Picture 3-13).  

The microwave radar used is based on 77Ghz. Sensors (nominal frequency 76.5GHz.) 

with a narrow angle (typical +/- 4 degrees for azimuth) covered by a multi-beam antenna. 
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The theoretical distance measurable by the sensor is up to 150 m. and 120m. were 

covered in most of situations. Nevertheless in order to assure a total reliability and safe 

operation in the road test  the used range was limited to 70 m.    

 

Picture 3-14 PT100 sensors inserted  on turbo air (left) and water (right) ducts . 

As additional sensors were added four temperature thermometers based on PT100 to 

entrance and exit of the coolant engine radiator and in the exit and entrance of Turbo 

intercooler. A specific mechanical adaptation was made to assure the correct sealing on 

the air and water circuits (Picture 3-14)   

Furthermore warning signals were directly captured on warning lamps (EUROSTAR was 

designed more than 10 years ago and diagnostic warning for the Dashboard are 

managed by discrete signals). 

The Safe tunnel ECU was composed by three elements :  

Two real-time modules (VIDAC) for sensors acquisition and ACC function and a high 

level computational unit based on Windows CE with the typical characteristics of a new 

generation telematic module. This module is equipped with a TFT display with a touch 

screen and was positioned in order to assure a correct ergonomy to the driver, 

 

The final realisation of the HMI module was done following the guidelines defined in 

D3.05 with some minor customisations. Some screens of the applications are reported in 

Picture 3-15 
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Picture 3-15 Screen inside the tunnel (left) and advice (right) 

3.1.3.2 RENAULT demonstrator  

RENAULT demonstrator also used the CHAUFFEUR II truck (Picture 3-16) and similar 

adaptation to assure suitability for normal road circulation were operated 

  

Picture 3-16 Renault demonstrator 
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Picture 3-17 Renault electronic architecture 

Integration were made adding a telematic system . The resulting electronic architecture is 

reported in Picture 3-17. It should be noticed that this architecture is very close to the 
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IVECO one. Autobox was already used in Chauffeur II but new functionality and 

acquisition were implemented. 

The radar sensor used in the Renault truck has the same characteristics of the one 

mounted on IVECO truck. The main added sensors were the ones devoted to the 

prognosis of brakes and tyres (Picture 3-18). 

 

Picture 3-18 Tyre pressure sensor (left) and brake temperature sensor (right) 

The tyre sensor was developed by Michelin and Wabco. Each tyre is equipped with a 

wheel module, which measures the tyre inflation pressure by means of a pressure 

sensor. It transmits the pressure data periodically every few minutes to an ECU by high 

frequency radio signals. It is connected to the tyre valve simply and securely using 

pneumatic hoses.  The IVTM (Integrated Vehicle Tyres Monitoring) ECU is mounted on 

the vehicle chassis and contains a built-in antenna to receive the pressure data from all 

tyres, even on articulated busses. A special evaluation algorithm developed by 

MICHELIN immediately detects  all critical deviations from the nominal values. Picture 

3-19 shows a complete systems 

 

Picture 3-19 Complete IVTM system 

The instrument cluster is connected through a CAN. Renault substituted the whole cluster 

with a simulated version on large TFT display in front of the driver. 
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Picture 3-20 Renault secondary screen captures  

A second display specific for the Safe Tunnel functions was added. It was used for 

information related to the location and communication The two equivalent screen view of 

Picture 3-15 are reported in Picture 3-20. 

3.1.3.3 The Communication system  

A specific development was made by TILAB to realize the on board communication unit 

(Picture 3-21). The board includes the interconnection to a Bluetooth class 1 and GPRS 

module. The on board module communicates with the main on-board unit (SECU) 

through an RS232 link and a dedicate protocol and operates as data gateway for the 

Safe Tunnel application. Furthermore it manages the phone call through an hands-free 

set.  

 

Picture 3-21 On board communication unit 

Most of development for the communication system was devoted to Software 

implementation of the protocol and of the message gateway (a Sw on a PC connected to 

to  GPRS network and to the SITAF control network).  
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At communication infrastructure level was also developed a Bluetooth ground station 

based on PC and able to be connected to the control centre network. Four of this station 

were used in field test (Picture 3-22)  

 

Picture 3-22 Bluetooth ground station 

3.1.3.4 The control center 

Originally the control centre had to be installed in the Italian side of Frejus control centre. 

But the unavailability of GPRS coverage inside the tunnel lead to an alternative test site 

and control centre. The control centre was hosted in the control room at the Salbertrand 

toll station. 

 

Picture 3-23 Salbetrand control centre 
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The control room of Salbertrand (Picture 3-23) is managed by a traffic regulator belonging 

to SITAF and controls the A32 – Frejus motorway stretch between Torino and 

Bardonecchia. 

The Safe Tunnel control centre was developed according to the specification defined in 

D3.04 with a GUI and a development environment integrated with a new system that will 

substitute the currently used. The application is connected to the Salbertrand  control 

network  and is able to monitor the existing system . Further it may access the message 

gateway in order to communicate with vehicles and Bluetooth barriers. The GUI is based 

on a main page that presents the different icons (standard symbols)  of the different 

applications and the map of the motorway stretch (Picture 3-24). Two areas are devoted 

to diagnostics of the infrastructure and the current alarms event detected by any of the 

control system including Safe Tunnel. On the map it is possible to accurately positioning 

all events and infrastructures. Each application icon when clicked activates the 

corresponding application. Safe Tunnel application has been organized as a specific 

infrastructure with a dedicated menu with three items : 

 Messages in case of vehicles anomalies for prognosis 

 Speed and distance control  

 Emergency messages  

MAP

SAFE 

TUNNEL

specific menu

Alarm windowDiagnostic window

 

Picture 3-24 Main menu of Safe Tunnel control center 
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Distance 

depending 

messages

 

Picture 3-25 emergency message selection page 

Picture 3-25 presents a specific page dedicated to the distribution of emergency 

messages. 

According to the protocol specification the system distributes three different messages 

according to the vehicle relative position respect to the event object of the emergency. 

Three zones are considered: 

 less than 1000 m.  

 1000-5000m 

 more than 5000m. 

The regulator may choose among a list of predefined messages properly coded in the 

protocol. 

3.1.4 System test and evaluation 

Work-package 5 and 6 of the project had the objective to test and evaluate the system. 

3.1.4.1 Functional evaluation  

The main activities were performed in task 5.1 and are described in D5.01 while technical 

details are reported in D6.03B. 
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Functional test was carried out  through laboratory and private test . 

A gradual approach was followed in order to achieve the coverage of the single 

subsystem and then an integration process lead to set up of the complete demonstration 

system consisting of  :   

 The two demonstrator trucks 

 The  control centre  

 The communication facilities  

 A road stretch with tunnels (The road test side). 

The verification tests for the complete systems as well as the end user test were carried 

out in the A32 Motorway in the stretch between Susa and Salbertrand (Picture 3-26) with 

the following features : 

 Motorway stretch of two carriageways, one per direction, with two lanes each.  

 The road section is uphill and includes five tunnels. 

 Traffic: low-medium with a high share of HGV 

In order to simulate a long tunnel four of the tunnels (Giaglione, Ramat, Cels and Serre la 

Voute) were considered as single long tunnel of about 12 Km. This solution is reasonable 

because the distance between two adjacent tunnels is small (less than 800 m max) and 

the carriageway in these zones is similar to a tunnel (the four tunnels are connected by 

three bridges).  
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Picture 3-26 Test site map 

3.1.4.2 Field tests 

Field Tests were designed in the test definition phase that produced the documents 

D6.01 and  D6.02 ( Draft and final evaluation test) and were the focus of task 5.2. Details 

of how the field test were conducted are reported in D5.02. 

Originally in order to minimize the impact on normal road circulation it was established 

that  both end user test (20 professional drivers) and endurance test of the complete 

systems should be made in the same session. The test were based on a scenario defined 

in D6.02 and forecasted a convoy of two trucks with the simulation of an anomaly, the   

speed  an distance telecontrol and distribution of an emergency message. 

Auxiliary parameters acquisition including a video camera registering the drivers eyes in 

order to compute the reaction time were set-up in order to collect all the objective data for 

a detailed analysis of the system performance according to indicators defined in D6.02. 

From another viewpoint a complete logout of internal data was forecasted to assure a 

detailed verification of the system.  

A subsequent evaluation based on test performed in mid September 2004 lead to the 

decision to separate the two kind of tests, in order to reduce the risk to have system 

failure: 

 The first part – end user test, mainly devoted to the test of HMI implication and 

driver reaction has been executed during the last week of September. 

 The second part, mainly devoted to assess the technical aspects of the overall 

Safe Tunnel approach involving communication features, has been performed in 

early November. 

The end user trials were carried out from Sep the 27
th
 to Oct the 1

st
 2004. The test 

forecasted a roundtrip Susa – Oulx –Susa. During the test a special escort was used 
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and in the section were ACC was activated the escort inhibited overtake of other 

vehicles. For this reason the ACC system was not maintained active in the return path 

because an escort car at the low speed planned in the overtake track could represent a 

danger.  

Direction Susa -> Oulx 

Km Actions and messages 

 Start Registration  

 Registration Completed and OK  

38 V – VI Message 1, 2: Simulation Fuel Fault, “Access denied” 

 Cancelled fuel fault after driver reaction and comments 

Before Tunnel entrance (41 II) Message 3: Allowed speed and distance in the tunnel  

41 VII Message 4: New speed: 60 km/h, new distance 60 m 

42 II Message 5: New speed: 70 km/h, new distance 80 m 

44 VI Message 6: Broken down vehicle at km 51 (6.4 km ahead)  

48 IV Message 7: Serious incident at km 49 II (800 m ahead)  

50 V Message 8: Vehicle fire at km 52 V (2000 m ahead)  

54 Exit  

 Deregistration screen 

Table 3-2 Events during the test 

The Table 3-2 above show the events in the Susa – Oulx direction. 

From a technical point of view, the Safe Tunnel project development required an intense 

test activity. The aim was to validate the accomplished progresses for each system 

component.  

It is possible to characterize two main experimentation fields. The first one concerns the 

strictly vehicular aspects like the prognostic data collection and the management of the 

adaptive cruise control system.  

The second testing matter is related to the communication chain, composed by the used 

devices (vehicle and communications modules, BlueTooth barriers, Tunnel Control 

Centre interface) and a specific protocol which defines all the Safe Tunnel procedures. 

An initial bench test campaign has been necessary in order to verify the communication 

among the system components. The real connection of these ones has been realized just 

after a first phase where every partner used emulators to substitute the others devices 

and modules.   

When the technical trials on the test site started, all the procedures had already been 

checked with the whole communication chain. Therefore, the objective was to evaluate 

the environment conditions: GPS coordinates receiving, expected triggering, GPRS 

signal, effective Telecontrol in the tunnel, synchronization between the tunnel map and 

the real topology etc. 
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Although some problems arose during the test, they were due to bugs successively fixed. 

At the end, it was possible to test the overall communication chain and positively assess 

the system. 

 

 

3.1.4.3 End User evaluation  

Impact Analysis and User Acceptance analysis  was the objective of task 6.2. The data 

for this analysis were mainly obtained through the trial above described. All drivers (10 

Italian and 8 French) involved in this evaluation trial , compiled a pre and post 

questionnaire with assessment objectives reported in the following tables (objective and 

subjective data) . 

Assessment 
objective- 

Indicators 

– objective data 

Methods of 
measurement 

Method of test 

 Operational 
framework 
understanding 

 Time from 
message 
presentation until 
confirmation 

 Observation/ 
protocol sheet 

 Simulator 
data collector  

 On road study 

 Complementary 
tests 

 response time, 

 stimulus to 
confirmation, 

 number of 
misses (times in 
which the user 
didn’t respond to 
a stimulus), 

 number of 
mistakes (wrong 
perception of a 
stimulus) 

 Simulator 
data collector 

 Complementary 
tests 

 On road study 

 Lateral control  Standard 
deviation of 
steering wheel 
angle 

 Steering 
amplitude 

 Steering 
frequencies 

 On-board 
data 
collection 
system 

 On road study 

 Lateral control 

 (Those parameters 
will be checked only 
in a driving mode) 

 lane position 

 lane position 
variance 

 lane deviation 
angle, 

 steering wheel 
fluctuation 
variance, 

 Simulator 
data collector 

 Complementary 
tests 

 Longitudinal control  Vehicle speed 

 Standard 
deviation of 
speed 

 Time headway 

 On-board 
data 
collection 
system 

 On road study 
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 Longitudinal control 

 (Those parameters 
will be checked only 
in a driving mode) 

 vehicle velocity, 

 vehicle velocity 
variance, 

 overtime 
deviation angle 
(rad/sec), 

 deceleration due 
to brake push, 

 number of brake 
pedal push, 

 number of 
collisions with 
demonstrating 
car, 

 distance from 
demonstrating 
car, 

 Simulator 
data collector 

 Complementary 
tests 

 Visual attention  Glance duration 
from on/off road 

 Glance 
frequencies from 
on/off road 

 In –vehicle 
video 
recording 
system 

 Checklist for 
direct 
observation of 
video 
recordings 

 On road study 

 Complementary 
tests 

 Observation 
time of display 
mirrors, vehicle 
interior displays 
and road, will be 
filmed by a 
camera. 

 Simulator 
data collector 

 Complementary 
tests 

 On road study 

 Mental workload  Heart Rate 
Variance (Hz) 

 Simulator 
data collector 

 Complementary 
tests 

Table 3-3 User evaluation table I 

Assessment objective- 
Indicators – subjective 
data 

Methods of 
measurement 

Measuremen
t conditions 

 General aspects 

 demographic data 

 driving experience 

 attitudes 

 Pre-
questionnaire 
(fully 
structured)  

 On road 
study 

User Cognition 

 Perception of 
information / warning 
strategy 

 Subjective assessments 
regarding: 

Usefulness of information 
Amount of information 
Perception vs. obtrusiveness 
Attention distraction/saturation  

 Video 
recording 

 Observation 

 Post-
questionnaire 

 On road 
study   Mental workload  Self report measures   DALI 

 Operational framework 
understanding 

 Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 

 System’s learnability  Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 
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 Correspondence 
between user perception 
and system functional 
behaviour 

 Subjective assessments 
regarding the number of: 

helpful information / warning 
correct information / warnings 
lacking relevant information / 
warnings 
irrelevant information / 
warnings 

 Video 
recording 

 Observation/ 
protocol sheet 

 Loud 
thinking 

 Post-
questionnaire 

User Motivation 

 product perception and 
acceptance 

 Subjective assessments 
regarding: 

product and acceptance 
perceived novelty 
advantage/benefits 
costs and (additional) 
transportation time 
technical compatibility 

 Post-
questionnaire 

 Electronic 
questionnaire 

 On road 
study 

 Electronic 
survey 

 relation to safety 
motives 

 Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 

 subjective responsibility  Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 

 possibilities of misuse  Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 

 Compatibility of 
individual driving style 
with the system 
regarding speed and 
distance 

 Subjective assessments 

 Video 
recording 

 Observation  

 Post-
questionnaire 

User Emotion 

 stress impact  Subjective assessments 
 Post-

questionnaire 
 On road 

study  
 perceived safety / risk 

compensation 
 Subjective assessments 

 Post-
questionnaire 

Table 3-4 User evaluation table II 
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A data analysis carried on by TUEV followed the trials and the end user evaluation results 

are reported in D6.04 through several histograms summarizing the main results of the 

analysis. Here is reproduced the most general one (Picture 3-27)  that summarize a 

positive attitude toward the system. This  means that the possibility to test the true 

implementation mitigated, as already underlined in a previous chapter, some concerns 

about personal freedom limitation imposed by the system. 

Question #4: How do you assess the Safe Tunnel-System in general?

0
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insufficient                                                                                                                 very good

  

Picture 3-27 General assessment of the system by professional drivers 

Almost all drivers opined that the development and optimisation of driver assistance 

systems targeted to improve the safety in road tunnels are very important. 

Another important point emerged is that emergency messages requires a higher 

distraction than expected. Although emergency message is a rare event a further 

simplified HMI version should be analysed in a following step toward exploitation and also 

voice interaction that will be common in next coming telematic systems should be 

considered. 

A parallel analysis at driving simulation was carried out by BGU with 15 persons in the 

framework of task 6.2 and results are reported as well in D6.04.  

The HMIs (CRF and Renault) were simulated on a panel and the performance and 

mental workload of the driver were measured . A slight increase of mental workload was 

measured but not at a critical level. The resulting feeling of participant was positive and 

the possible benefits deriving from Safe Tunnel, that were clearly not measurable in the 

simulated environment, should largely compensate the increased workload providing an 

overall safety improvement.   

3.1.4.4 Technical evaluation 
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Inside Safe Tunnel project, the validation of  the  system was planned  along two main 

phases:  

 FIELD TESTS, centered on Demonstrators 

 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS,  by modeling, centered on the  System in task 6.1 

Both   FIELD TESTS and TECHNICAL ANALYSIS,   by modeling,  are needed for system 

validation because: 

 Just a limited number of field tests can be planned on the actual system 

Demonstrator;   

 a set of validation measures have  to be predicted on the SAFE Tunnel models,  

being the Demonstrator not suitable for such measures. 

In fact the  Demonstrator, that operates inside the tunnel,  is not suitable for  measures 

which would require long observation time inside the tunnel (that should be closed to the 

ordinary vehicular traffic,  with loss of  availability and money) and measures which would 

require irreproducible tunnel scenarios (i.e occurrence of  incidents and emergency 

scenarios). Moreover,  the System Demonstrator is  suitable for safety, availability and 

performability measures, which are typically predicted by modeling and simulation. 

Technical analysis, based on modeling  was performed in the framework of task 6.1 and 

the results reported in D6.03A. The analysis, by modeling,  addresses  the dependability 

and performability evaluation considering relevant parts of Safe Tunnel control centre, 

with specific focus to  the Public Mobile Network, (PMN) which represents  the core and 

the most innovative and challenging research aspect of system, with the aim of safety 

handling different tunnel scenarios including emergency scenarios.  

The final dependability and performability indicators for Technical Analysis are reported in 

Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-5 Final dependability and performability indicators for Technical Analysis. 

A set of tools able to evaluate different scenarios  in terms of Total Service Blocking 

Probability (TSB) were set up Two different layers of modeling have been implemented. 

At the first layer, separate sub models were built to compute the pure unavailability and 

the pure performance for voice and data packet services. At the second layer of 

modeling,  two composed models joining the  availability sub model and the performance 

sub models were built. 

Using the models with a typical scenario for a tunnel like the Frejus a numerical 

computation have been performed and TSB evaluated as a function of available 

channels.  

As already explained the technical part of the experimentation results are reported in 

D6.03B. 

 

Analysis 
objective 

Indicators Reference 
case 

Layer  Modeling 
method  

Modeling 
tool 

Modeling 
scenarios  

System 
functional 
safety 

Minimal 
number of 
virtual GPRS 
for emergency 
dissemination  

System 
operational 
mode: 
Dissemination of 
emergency 
information 

System: interface 
between the 
PMN, TCC and 
instrumented 
vehicles  

Model checking 

: 

Safe Tunnel 

system formal 

model 

Murphi model 
checker 

Emergency after 
a severe 
incident/accident  

PMN 
availability on 
voice and 
data services 

 Total 
Unavailability   
of Base Station 
system 

In  all  system 
operational 
modes 

Communication 
system 

Stochastic  
Activity 
Networks: 
PMN 
availability 
model 

Mobius solver On adverse 
events faults) of 
PMN main 
components 

PMN 
performance 
on voice and 
data services 

 Probability of 
data packets 
loss  

Total Service 
Blocking 
Probability 

In  all  system 
operational 
modes 

Communication 
system 

 Stochastic 

Activity 

Networks: 

PMN 

performace 

models  

Mobius solver Without adverse 
events faults) of 
PMN main 
components 

PMN  
performability 
on voice and 
data services 

Probability of 
data packets 
loss  

Total Service 
Blocking 
Probability 

In  all  system 
operational 
modes 

Communication 
system 

 Stochastic  

Activity 

Networks: 

PMN 

performabil

ity models  

Mobius solver On adverse 
events faults) of 
PMN main 
components 
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3.1.4.5 Cost benefit analysis 

Task 6.3 was devoted to  Socio-Economic and Cost Benefit Analysis and results are 

reported in D6.05. 

This deliverable illustrates the methods and procedures for covering the entire effects of 

Safe Tunnel system and to come up with a socio-economic evaluation. The evaluation 

follows a very conservative approach: even if Safe Tunnel potential market consists in 

both car passengers and commercial vehicles, it has been assumed  that in a primary 

phase only HGV vehicles use this application because of their passage frequency 

through tunnels, their higher danger in case of incident and their higher level of Telematic 

systems’ adoption. With this assumption, cost-benefit analysis for different market 

scenarios ( A regulation imposed , B moderate market pull, C low market pull) in a 

timeframe of 5 years staring from 2009 (year of potential introduction of Safe Tunnel) 

shows a range for benefit-cost ratio from 1,43 to 3,06 at European level. Also considering 

results of sensitivity analysis the cost- benefit ratio results slightly lower than one only in 

the C scenario.  With these results Safe Tunnel demonstrated the economical 

sustainability. As Safe Tunnel application could be useful also for all commercial vehicles 

as well as car passengers, in a long term Safe Tunnel application will lead to even more 

attractive results in terms of socio-economic impact. In D6.05 the analytical framework is 

described after a short introduction on socio-economic analysis methods and specifically 

on cost-benefit analysis and sensitivity techniques, main assumptions are explained and 

main steps for carrying out the cost-benefit analysis are illustrated.  

Focusing on incident impact, Safe Tunnel system provides an important contribution to 

enhance Tunnel safety by avoiding incidents or mitigating accident consequences 

severity and, mainly, by reducing big fire disaster risk (when it’s generated by an accident 

or a HGV anomaly). For example, for the Frejus tunnel Safe Tunnel could reduce 

incidents caused by HGV breakdown (fuel lack event included) by 27% (scenario A). 

Some points must be underlined : the Safe Tunnel market introduction is guaranteed only 

if there is an agreement at European level between truck manufacturers and Tunnel 

operators, preferably as a consequence of EU recommendations. 

Safe Tunnel system has been assumed to be implemented on vehicles already equipped 

with a telematic unit, for this reason non  recurrent research and engineering costs are 

greater than variable costs for the on-board system. This is the reason why for the truck 

manufacturers the breakeven analysis shows a pay back period lower than 5 years 

(starting from 2007, i.e. the hypothetic industrialization phase start) with a price of at least 

30 euros in scenario A, 70 euros in scenario B, 110 in scenario C. The estimated 

positioning prices are reasonably market sustainable making Safe Tunnel market 

penetration values trustworthy. 
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3.1.5 Project dissemination and exploitation (WP7)  

3.1.5.1 Dissemination 

The project dissemination has been carried out using several channels: 

 Realisation of a Web site 

 Link to other projects as SIRTAKI 

 Organisation of specific workshop December 2002 and Dec 2004) 

 Participation to several international conferences with papers or invited presentation 

 Publication on transportation specialised magazines 

 Realisation of a multimedia presentation at the beginning of the project and a 

complete video in the final phase 

3.1.5.2 Web site  

A dedicated web site was realised and linked through the standard page of the CRF 

European projects : www.crfproject-eu.org 

The list of presented papers and congress participation is listed in Annex 1  

3.1.5.3 Standardisation aspect 

 Standard is one of major issues for future exploitation of the project. The consortium has 

prepared a specific public deliverable on this issue (D7.06) where the crucial technical 

and organizational aspects of the project have been formalized as proposal for 

standardisation groups.  

4 LESSON LEARNED AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

4.1 Lesson learned 

Because of the wide amount of topics and know-how mobilised within the project,  Safe 

Tunnel offered to all members a significant amount of expertise and results to be 

exploited. A close cooperation among different expertises (coming from industrial, road 

management, research centres and academics) has been concretely carried out 

throughout the project.  

http://www.crfproject-eu.org/
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A key aspect of this project was the wide spread of different domains involved and the 

consequent need to find a common language and common vision. This may be 

considered one of the first result obtained by the consortium as a whole. It required a 

longer time than expected but it was achieved.  Another  interesting aspect to consider 

was the presence of partners like the tunnel operators involved in day by day road 

management activity and the use of real road and operating infrastructures for tests with 

prototypes. From one side it was possible to obtain and understand real need of 

operators and have significance of the test performed, from the other side the project was 

carried out with additional constraints (choice of proper period for testing with long 

planning ahead,  liability issues) and some resources criticality in certain period. The 

lesson learned is that the choice was the right one but  in original planning this factor 

must be taken into account and all the consortium must be flexible enough  to follow and 

recover unexpected  problems. 

Considering different partners these are the positive experience acquired:  

 Systems like Safe Tunnel are part of the core business of SITAF and SFTRF 

which include safety assurance as a central part of the offered service. In the 

project these partners focused the system and had the possibility to improve their 

knowledge of the internal architecture of the vehicle. The user need analysis 

provided interesting results about the attitude towards the technological 

innovation of different end users. Furthermore the experience gained in the 

validation phase and the know-how acquired in the development of the control 

centre created the basis for the future exploitation of the system. Under analysis 

is the opportunity of MAIRE Engineering to start a real demonstration activity for 

Moving Spot Light System. 

 TILAB had the opportunity to acquire Know-how and verify the potentiality of 

GPRS in the vehicle-infrastructure cooperation through practical experimentation. 

Another important point are the results on Bluetooth used as trigger barrier , 

providing a possible short range solution for vehicle - infrastructure interactions. It 

should be underlined that Telecom Italia which includes the TIM brand ( largest 

Italian mobile phone company) may capitalize the project known-how becoming a 

future service provider of the system. 

 Road safety is a priority for Truck manufactures and Safe Tunnel represents a 

first practical example of how telematics may be used to improve safety. Renault 

Trucks through the analysis and implementation of Safe Tunnel increased its 

know-how on vehicle dedicated telematic systems. Telediagnosis and vehicle 

maintenance together with fleet and mission management  are  the key 

applications of a telematic system for a Truck. Experience of Safe Tunnel on 

prognostic is an important integration of the already running activity on the 

telediagnosis. The specific analysis on brakes and tyres systems lead to a 
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deeper knowledge of continuous monitoring of these critical parts of the vehicle.  

Study on HMI showed that for safety related application a wide display is a better 

solution than the one based on a PDA.  ACC is a system studied from long time 

and main related problems were fixed in the previous CHAUFFEUR II project. 

Safe Tunnel experience provided a better comprehension of functionality of 

Radars in tunnels and new operating modes where established. It should be 

highlighted that for a short term industrialization a simpler form of telecontrol, only 

based on speed control, could be easily implemented. 

   CRF is the research centre of the whole FIAT group and results obtained are 

applicable to IVECO (a direct competitor of Renault Trucks) but also to FIAT 

AUTO (producing passengers cars and small industrial vehicles) . CRF considers 

Intelligent vehicle – intelligent infrastructure co-operation a key point for accidents 

prevention. For this reason CRF took the responsibility of project co-ordination 

and together with specific results similar to Renault Trucks, a very important 

lessons learned in the project is a strongly increased confidence about  usability 

and advantages provided by these systems. A parallel project ( Infonebbia) jointly 

developed with the Italian public road  company (ANAS) and aimed to support 

driving in the fog through measures based on the vehicle – infrastructure 

cooperation  was also stimulated and supported by basic results obtained in the 

Safe Tunnel requirements, specification and feasibility phases. It should be 

underlined that the vehicle-infrastructure co-operation is the core issue of the 

SAFE-SPOT Integrated Project that is going to be presented in the next call of 

the  6
th
 FP ( March 2005) as a EUCAR initiative co-ordinated by CRF. 

Furthermore FIAT group is developing a new open telematic platform and 

although it was not available for use in the demonstration , the feasibility of Safe 

Tunnel on such platforms has been shown.  

 MAIRE Engineering had the opportunity to develop and evaluate the Moving 

Spot Light System at feasibility level. Sensors, algorithms and actuators of the 

system have been defined. MAIRE Engineering has already taken contacts with 

some tunnel operators: the technical feasibility has been shown and MAIRE 

Engineering is available to pass to a real demonstration equipping a tunnel if a 

decision in that direction will be taken by tunnel managers and related funding is 

granted. 

 ENEA had the opportunity to improve is knowledge of complex communication 

systems integrated with vehicles and infrastructure, applying advanced 

modelling and simulation techniques in order to technically evaluate the system. 

The acquired competence is a sound basis for further research on applications 

where the system complexity make unfeasible complete evaluation by huge 

experimentation, but a smart integration of ad hoc experimentation and 

simulation is a must.   
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 BGU had the opportunity to collaborate with European Truck makers, road 

operators and, through simulation, acquire known-how about the driving condition 

inside tunnels. BGU will use the results and acquired competences in new 

research projects on similar subjects. 

 TUEV, with the activities in the project had the possibility to deal with a system 

based on co-operative road safety analysing the user acceptance and impact. 

This item will be of great interest at European level in the next future and TUEV 

could use the obtained results as well as the adopted methodologies in new 

projects and  participate to further evaluation on larger scale, in exploitation 

phase . 

 

4.2 Future developments 

Safe Tunnel has produced important results and cost benefit analysis showed the 

economic sustainability  of the applications.  

Now the natural question is : how to proceed towards a practical exploitation of the 

system? 

 

Different  aspects should be considered :  

 Research and engineering : Further improvement of algorithms and protocols, larger 

trial organisation and promotion of a standardization committee linked and operating 

with International standard organisations covering  the different aspects of the 

system. This activity should also examine the commonality with other currently 

developed or new coming applications using the same vehicle-infrastructure 

cooperation approach. It is estimated that this phase should cover at least the next 

two years and could be carried out still by a restricted consortium possibly involving 

some new partners especially from tunnel management side. Following the further 

research/standardisation phase the engineering should start. In this phase the 

systems should be implemented by different entities following the standard 

produced.  

The priority technical aspects deserving further analysis are the following: 

o System test on larger scale 

o Deeper classification of the risk associated to faults related to the different 

system of the vehicle 
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o Analysis and classification of risk associated to load including dangerous 

good 

o Definition of monitor / enforcement strategies in case of tunnel without 

barrier (how to ensure that a vehicle really stops on the control center 

request.) 

 Social aspects and regulation: although the system may be introduced with bottom-

up approach on a voluntary basis acting on the need of safety of road users through 

a correct explanation of the advantages of the system the real boost mat be 

obtained through the set-up of a common European directive linked to electronic fee 

collection and e-call or other e-safety initiatives. 

 Detailed business model : As for the greatest part of telematic services a wide range 

of business models with different players l may be developed. This is the opportunity 

and the challenge of telematics. The main points to be considered are the following : 

o All the developments of the on-board part is clearly managed by vehicle 

manufacturers. The specific diagnostic and prognostic development will be 

part   of the natural improvement process carried on jointly by the OEMs 

and 1
st
 tier suppliers. The same gradual process lead to the present level of 

diagnosis and could be an integration of the telediagnosis that is going to be 

introduced in the next future. In this sense although there is a strong 

technical activity still to be done the business model could be linear enough. 

o About telematics the situation is a little bit more complex. Although most 

truck manufacturers are proposing or are going to propose brand solutions 

for the telematic services, the need of fleet managers to have a common 

management of trucks from different suppliers will leave still  the room to 

third party solutions together with OEM solutions used on competitors’ 

trucks. The complexity of this situations may be simplified through the use of 

standard ( this is why the FMS standard was defined and adopted). In this 

area, considering the SW openness of new-coming telematic systems an 

important role may be played by some SW companies able compliant with 

OEMs for third party telematic boxes.  

o Communication is a clear domain of telecom operator. Solutions should be 

available for all operators and in regions covered  by a reduced number of 

operators proper roaming policies may be adopted. What is not clear is the 

edge among the basic service (telecom operator may only provide the 

communication infrastructure)  and the complete service and who is the 

interface of the end user. This area , as normally happens in telematics, is 

not yet totally defined. There is room for many solutions involving all the 
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actors of the value chain and is one of the main issues from the business 

point of view. 

o For Tunnel operators the development of Safe Tunnel represents a further 

tile of the complex puzzle of tunnel safety. Tunnel operator has the mission 

to reinvest part of the revenues for the maintenance/improvement of the 

Tunnel to ensure a high level of safety and service. Normally these new 

systems are integrated under their control and specifications by technical 

suppliers that implements the final products. Infrastructure suppliers should 

have access to the core application specification or reusable Sw modules in 

order to made the necessary customisation for the different tunnel 

configurations and existing environment. Some system/SW companies may 

take this opportunity . For example two company of SITAF group ( 

Tecnositaf and Sinelec) have the basic know-how for exploitation in the 

Frejus tunnel as well as in other road tunnels. 
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5 ANNEX 1 – REFERENCES AND PRESENTED PAPERS  

Del. no. Deliverable name Security** 

      

D01.01 Project presentation PUB 

D02.01 User Needs Analysis (Tunnel operators) PUB 

D02.02 User Needs Analysis (Drivers and Fleet Managers) PUB 

D02.03 Tunnel Control and Enforcement Strategy PUB 

D02.04 Functional description of Safe Tunnel concept PUB 

D03.01 System Architecture description PUB 

D03.02 On Boards System specification Int 

D03.03 Communication System specification Rest 

D03.04 Control Centre specification Rest 

D03.05 HMI specification and Dissemination of Information Concept Rest 

D03.06 Moving Spot Light system feasibility study. PUB 

D04.01 Equipped Vehicles Int 

D04.02 Equipped Test Site IST 

D05.01 Report about functional tests PUB 

D05.02 Report about validation and complementary tests PUB 

D06.01 Draft Evaluation Plan IST 

D06.02 Final Evaluation Plan IST 

D06.03 Technical Evaluation IST 

D06.04 Tunnel safety impact and user acceptance analysis PUB 

D06.05 Socio-economic & Cost Benefit Analysis PUB 

D07.01 Dissemination and use plan PUB 

D07.02 Web site & virtual user forum PUB 

D07.03 Multimedia presentation of the project PUB 

D07.04 Video of the test site and experimentation phases PUB 

D07.05 Technology implementation plan PUB 

D07.06 Project recommendations to standardisation bodies PUB 

D07.07 Proceedings of the 1st  Safe Tunnel workshop PUB 

D07.09 Proceedings of the 3rd  Safe Tunnel workshop PUB 

      

Table 5-1 Deliverable of the project 
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Table 5-2 list of publications and project presentations 

Date Type and title/scope Notes 

16-18 Sep 
2002 

"SAFE TUNNEL " paper by  R. Brignolo, P. Carrea, G. 
Esposito, G. Sala  ( CRF)  

ITS 2002  e-Safety congress - 
Lyon and exhibition  in the EC 
stand 

23-24 Sep 
2002 

RESPONSE 2 thematic network kick off meeting -  Ford - 
Koln  ( L. Andreone - CRF) 

 

30-Oct 2002 Presentation to ADASE II Concertation meeting Bruxelles 
( A. Saroldi - CRF)  

 

19, 20, 21 
November 
2002                                                          

E. Ciancamerla, M. Minichino, S. Serro, E. Tronci - Worst 
Case Time Analysis of a Wireless Network via Model 
Checking - 

 International Conference 
"Automation within new global 
scenarios", within the 30th BIAS 
edition -  Milan 

Pisa, Italy 25-
27 November 
2002 

E. Ciancamerla, M. Minichino - Unifying Methods for 
Dependability Analysis of Networked Information Systems  
for  Critical Infrastructures  

– Invited talk – DeSIRE & DeFINE 
Workshops 

12 Dec 2002 1st Safe tunnel workshop  Presentation  of most partners 
and participation of all partners. 
Invited contribution from SIRTAKI 
and FIT  

September, 
2003  

E. Ciancamerla, M. Minichino, S. Serro, E. Tronci (ENEA) 
– Automatic Timeliness Verification of a Public Mobile 
Network 

Computer Safety, Reliabiliìty and 
Security - 22 International 
Conference – SAFECOMP 2003 
– Edinburgh – September, 2003 

November 
2003 

ITU-T workshop on "Standardization in 
Telecommunications for Motor Vehicles" - Geneva 

Please consider that the ITU-T is 
the most important worldwide 
standardization body in 
Telecommunications 

October 2003 Paper D. Shinar (BGU)   North _ driving simulator 
conference – Detroit  

16-20 Nov 
2003 

" Improvement of accident prevention in road tunnels 
through Intelligent Infrastructures and Intelligent Vehicles 
cooperation " paper by R. Brignolo (CRF) , E. Carrubba 
(TLC), U. Jallasse( SITAF), G. Sala (CRF), D. 
Shinar(BGU) 

ITS 2003 - Madrid  
Presentation of a paper on the 
user needs and  the system 
architecture and exhibition at EC 
stand 

feb-04 Poster at SAFE&RELIABLE tunnel congress organized by FIT,DART and 
UPTUN project - Praga 

26-28 May 
2004 

" Description of architecture and demonstration of  SAFE 
TUNNEL system" paper by M. Annoni, R. Brignolo, G. 
Sala 

ITS EUROPE 2004 – BUDAPEST 
organized by ERTICO 

17 May 2004 Project presentation (invited) IEEE Conf. On Vehicular 
tecnology - Milan 

17 June 2004 R.Brignolo, W. Savio - “The SAFE TUNNEL system” ATA-EL conference Parma: E-
Safety: the challenge of the 
future. Scenario -Technologies - 
Applications 

7 September 
2004 

 Vashitz, G. Shinar, D., and Blum Y. (BGU) In-vehicle 
displays for enhancing traffic safety in road tunnels.  

Proceedings of the 3rd 
International Conference on 
Traffic and Transport Psychology, 
Nottingham, England, September 
7, 2004 

2-5 November 
2004  

Sécurité : une réflexe de pros 4 day exposition on the road 
safety - Aire de S. Julienne -- 
Autoroute du Frejus organized by 
SFTRF and SITAF 

10-nov-04 M. Annoni ( TILAB)  – Safe tunnel system presentation Infomobility conference - Torino   

11-nov-04  R. Brignolo --Invited presentation of project results (SISS) International exposition on 
Road Safety - Rimini Organized 
by ACI and FIA R. Brignolo 

26-nov-04 Final Meeting of Fire in Tunnel project  R. Brignolo -- invited presentation  
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(1 hour)  

20-21 -Dec - 
04  

Safe Tunnel and SIRTAKI Final workshop  Orbassano , about 50 attendants 

2005 Participation to the task force for promoting action with 
UPTUN, DART , FIT, SIRTAKI, SAFE-T 

future activity 

   

   

Articles Published , Press coverage, development web sites, etc. 

feb-04 Transport service ( suisse review) 

Dec 2003 Solution transport ( France )  

Dec 2003 Internationale Transport Revue 
(Austria)  

Dec 2003 TIR (Switzerland) 

feb-04 KFZ Anzeiger (Germany) 

Jan 2004 Vekersrunschau (Germany) 

Dec 2003 LASTAUTO-OMNIBUS (Germany) 

Jan 2004 DVZ (Germany) 
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6 ANNEX 2: PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CO-ORDINATION 

Ten Contractors ( 8 principals and 2 assistants) were directly involved in the project. The 

co-ordinator (C.R.F. - Centro Ricerche FIAT ) has taken the responsibility of ensuring 

correct running of the project respect to schedule, budget and technical quality. The co-

ordinator maintained the link between the Commission Services and the project as a 

whole. 

The responsibilities for the management of individual work packages have been agreed 

upon by the Consortium as shown in the diagram below: 

 
 

 
Picture A2.1 : Work-Package management 

 

WP 2

User Needs  Analysis

and Requirements

WP 1

Project Management

WP 3
System Specification

WP 4

System Development

WP 5

Field Experimentation

WP 6

Assessment

and Evaluation

CRF

TILAB RENSITAF SFTRF TÜV

CRF

WP 7

Dissemination,

Impl. Plan, Standardisation

Work-Package Leaders

Work-Package Leaders
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The Management structure of Safe Tunnel was based on: 

 Project Management Board (PMB) The Project was guided by the PMB 

responsible for planning, control and evaluation of both technical and 

administrative matters and composed by one member for each partner company. 

The PMB was responsible for project planning, project financial status, progress 

status of the tasks, communication strategy definition and upgrade, management 

of the non technical issues and securing of the intellectual property rights; 

 Technical Committee : composed by workpackage (WP) leaders, task leaders, 

task participants, the project coordinator and a scientific coordinator. The TMB 

was  responsible for definition of the technical work items to be started, revision 

of the WP/Task on going or just finished, check of the project milestones and 

deliverables status, management of the technical issues. 

Project quality control was assured by quality experts (one for each principal and 

assistant contractor) and was coordinated by CRF ; guidelines and templates for 

document and presentations were provided and a peer review procedure defined in order 

to control the effectiveness of deliverables produced by the project. 

 

Project management was conducted through a day by day control and progress meetings 

(organized in technical and management sessions)  on quarter basis where main 

achievements where presented and critical issues discussed. Detailed meeting minutes 

were written and presentations  uploaded on the reserved part of the web site repository.  

From operating viewpoint, when needed, several detailed technical meeting at task and 

Workpackage level were organized in order to assess solutions and make detailed 

planning on specific items. 

The team largely operated with the use of e-mail to share documents and call conference 

whenever  the problems could be  solved at this level in order to gain efficiency .  

Safe Tunnel project had the big challenge to work on a wide spectrum of competences 

distributed on different partners and realize a complete systems composed of a large 

number of subsystems. Partners were involved with enthusiasm and the final objectives 

of the project were achieved but during the project some deviations  and criticality 

occurred that needed recovery actions:  

Formatiert: Nummerierung und
Aufzählungszeichen
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 At the beginning of the project the convergence to a common language and 

common vision of the project required a longer time than expected. In this period 

organisational changes in the main companies required a change of the project 

co-ordinator and of some key persons who prepared the project. 

 In user needs analysis phase a resource criticality of tunnel operators created 

delays to the project . This point was highlighted  in the first annual review and 

brought to remedial actions ( positively carried on by the consortium)  and a new 

planning with a four months extension of the project. It is important to underline 

that Tunnel operators committed the project but, being service provider ( the road 

and the tunnel),  were sometimes subjected to emergency that was not possible 

to forecast in advance. This was the case of an extra work as a consequence of 

the Gotthard tunnel accident in 2001 which further increased the traffic and 

required a quicker adequacy to more stringent safety measures in the 

subsequent period. 

  A major problem occurred due to the withdraw of TLC Tecnosistemi. The Swiss 

Company which gave its contribution to Workpackage 2 and 3 had as holding 

company the Italian Tecnosistemi. This last company failed in a bankruptcy and , 

as a consequence, all employed of TLC were dismissed . The role of TLC was 

related to the validation phase and above all to the Cost/benefit analysis. A 

certain amount of time was requested to clarify the real situation of the company 

and to obtain an official position. At the end the consortium decided to maintain in 

any case all the project objectives although the budget originally devoted to TLC 

was not recoverable, considering that it was a Swiss company. The validation 

was carried out by the other originally involved partners and CRF assumed the 

responsibility of task 6.3 and produced the related deliverable.  

 Minor problems and delays were encountered by different partners but were 

recovered through a flexible management of implementation  and validation step 

( the project mainstream was never blocked by partial and temporary technical 

missing) and through a finalized management of major test milestones. 

 


